Gene expression changes in long term expanded human neural progenitor cells passaged by chopping lead to loss of neurogenic potential in vivo.
Numerous cell culture protocols have been described for the proliferation of multipotent human neural progenitor cells (HNPCs). The mitogen combinations used to expand HNPCs vary, and it is not clear to what extent this may affect the subsequent differentiation of these cells. In this study human foetal cortical tissue was cultured in the presence of either EGF, or FGF-2, or a combination of both using a unique chopping method in which cell to cell contact is maintained. The differentiation potential of neurospheres following mitogen withdrawal was assessed at early (8 weeks) and late (20 weeks) times of expansion, both in vitro and in vivo. In addition, changes in gene expression with time were analysed by microarray experiments. Results show that the presence of FGF-2 was highly predictive of neuronal differentiation after short term culture both in vitro and in vivo. In addition, time in culture had a significant effect on transplant size and neural constituents suggesting that cells have a limited life span and restricted lineage potential. Array analysis confirms that following extensive time in culture cells are entering growth arrest with fundamental expression changes in genes associated with cell cycle regulation, apoptosis and immune functions.